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Basis of Marxism

 Historical materialism: economic development is the motor of history

 ‘History’ moves towards an end, where all contradictions have been 
overcome (Hegel). Only then will our full humanity be realised.

 The end of History will be marked by:

 Man’s mastery of nature

 Social labour – all people working together; no domination and 
subordination, and therefore no classes

 This will be global



 Central dynamic is tension between the means of production and 
relations of production which together form economic base of society

 Developments in economic base prompt transformation of society

 Legal, political & cultural institutions and practices in society reflect 
and reinforce the pattern of power and control in the economy

 Thus change in the economic base leads to change in the legal and 
political superstructure



Class

 Class plays key role: ‘history of society is history of class struggle’

 Capitalist class struggle = capitalists vs workers

 Marx was committed to emancipation of the latter via abolition of wage 
labour and private property which would transform social relations



Basis of Marxist IR

 Everything in world politics occurs within structures of global 
capitalism

 Thus any attempt to understand wars, treaties, aid etc must take 
holistic view of processes of global capitalism

 Underlyingly, the effects of these processes ensure the wealthy prosper 
at the expense of the powerless and poor. 



Irrelevance of Marxist IR?

 Did the collapse of Communism and end of Cold War mark The End of
History as Fukuyama claimed? 

 “the end point of mankind's ideological evolution and the 
universalization of Western liberal democracy as the final form of 
human government”



Relevance of Marxist IR

 Break-up of Soviet bloc freed Marxist analysis from having to defend 
actions of Marxist-Leninism as state ideology

 Marx himself didn’t write about things like the “vanguard party”, 
“democratic centralism” or a “command economy”

 Much of Marx’s own writing concerned the workings of capitalism as a 
mode of production

 Successive crises in global capitalism demonstrate Liberal’s trust in free 
market equilibrium/stability is misplaced

 Marx’s work identifying capitalist crises is germane to contemporary 
economic conditions – Free markets are fallible, privilege the rich over 
the poor and produce suffering

 Asian Financial Crisis, Global Financial Crisis, Growing inequality











Capitalism’s evils

 Capitalism is a mode of production: a complex of people’s needs, 
productive forces (methods and capacities for subjecting nature to our 
wills), and relations of production (social relations required for 
production)

 For Marx capitalism is not the end of History:

 Man does not master nature through his labour; he is formally and 
subjectively subsumed by capital

 Classes (aggregates of individuals standing in some common relation to the 
productive process) exist, so that production divides mankind

 Capitalism is a way stage on the way to socialism



 Important concepts in Marxist IR theory

Internationalism

World systems

Dependency

Hegemony



Internationalism of Marx

Lenin argued that imperialism was the highest and 
final stage of capitalism

 ‘Monopoly capitalism’ – two tier structure in world 
economy: dominant core exploiting less-developed 
periphery

 ‘In these backward countries, profits are usually high, 
for capital is scarce, the price of land is relatively low, 
wages are low, raw materials are cheap’

 Imperialism as a means of controlling these 
territories

Core-periphery arrangement prevented harmony of
interests between working classes of the world

Capitalists in the core could use exploitation of the 
periphery to pacify their workers



Dependency School

 Latin American school of thought developed in 1960s

 Periphery nations suffer from ‘declining terms of trade’

 i.e. price of manufactured goods (form the core) increases quicker than 
price paid for natural resources (extracted from the periphery)

 E.g. year on year it takes more coffee beans to afford a fridge

 As a result periphery countries became increasingly poor relative to the 
core

 Development of periphery was directly “dependent” on advanced 
capitalist economies in the core

 Former colonies have not been given an opportunity to develop; their 
resources remained under foreign control

 Peripheries supply raw materials to the centre for manufacture; 
economic surplus is not available for reinvestment



World systems

 Wallerstein: contemporary world system began in 16th Century Europe 
and driven by capitalism has consistently expanded & incorporated 
other areas

 Wallerstein added idea of ‘semi-periphery’ to core and periphery, which 
has some features of both

 Semi-periphery plays important role, e.g. as source of labour 
counteracting rising wages in core, providing home for industries that 
are no longer profitable or wanted in the core (dirty jobs), and 
stabilizing political system of world system

 Wealth drains upwards from periphery to core

 Wallerstein: world systems have a life cycle.

 End of cold war he says shows this world system is entering its end
phase – a crisis phase before this world system is replaced by another



4. Hegemony

 Marx: transition to socialism would occur first in advanced capitalist 
societies

 Gramsci: so why did revolution occur in Russia not W. Europe?

 Theory of hegemony: the mobilisation of consent for a system in which 
the majority are disadvantaged

 Marxists before Gramsci focused solely on coercion – fears of 
repercussions that prevented exploited majority from rising up

 Gramsci argued that it was a system of coercion and consent that 
prevented revolution

 Consent generated by hegemony (i.e. influence, authority, domination) 
of ruling class, by which their moral, political and cultural values
percolates through society and is adopted by masses as their own 

 Civil society - the institutions & practices separate from state

 Requires counter-hegemonic struggle in civil society to change



International hegemony

 Ruling hegemony in US-led world order is free trade

 Claim that free trade benefits all vs reality that it benefits the hegemon 

 Success of US in reproducing its hegemonic ideas demonstrate how
dominant a hegemon it has become

 Spread of neo-liberal economic ideas – free trade, low state spending, 
privatization of state industry, undermine organized labour – benefits 
rich/core vs. poor/periphery

 Hegemony of neo-liberal economics responsible for widening gap 
between rich and poor countries


